Testimonials

Many Thanks for making a wonderful job of making our wedding cake so special, with only part of a
picture to go from for ideas. I was delighted with it and so were the guests your attention to detail of
making beautiful sugar flower roses was perfect.
Ann Marie and Matthew Hiles (Bridgnorth) 2015
Last minute wedding cake order as the date had to be changed and yet Emma still surpassed
expectations with our indian style wedding cake, her attention to detail being superb.
Mr & Mrs Singh (Prees) 2014

A bespoke wedding cake by Emma was our first choice and to have the 2 of us on the top and the
cats just personalised it too. Brilliant.
Kevin and Darryl Herbet (Birmingham) 2014

We met by a helter skelter and that was what we wanted as a wedding cake. We knew the person
who could do this would be Emma and what a tremendous job she did. We couldn’t believe it the
colours and the detail in the design. Fabulous.
Sam and Stephen Palmer (Birmingham) 2014

A chance meeting with Emma led to her making my amazing Birthday cake with cupcakes I had been
looking for the right person to create what I had envisaged for my Freddy Mercury tribute party for
sometime and then Emma appeared and her brilliant ideas.
Lisa and Tim Cambridge (Telford) 2014
Emma made our wedding cake and because I was so unsure of what the cake would look like Emma
made a dummy model in a different colour for her window display. It was perfect for the day.
Rebecca and Oliver Durkin (Carden) 2014

I dealt with Emma over the email regarding my daughters 18th Birthday cake I didn’t have time to see
Emma due to work commitments and still from a small selection of photographs Emma got what we
were wanting. Fabulous.
Tracey and Simon Williams (Whitchurch) 2014
Individual square cup cakes in individual boxes and even a special one 30th one for myself the
birthday girl a surprise to myself. Perfect service.
Nayha Patel Hopkins (Chester) 2013

Our corporate cake to celebrate 10 years was more than what we expected even down to the detail
of the company Logo. We will certainly use Emma again. We didn’t want to cut into it.
Jill and Graham Jones (Fourways Self Drive Whitchurch) 2013
I wanted to take a wedding cake over for my daughter in Switzerland to celebrate her wedding and
something that would travel well. Emma made a beautiful cake that arrived safely in perfect
condition.
Jackie Sephton (Whitchurch) 2012

We saw the Birdcage cake in a magazine and asked Emma if we could have a version of it. We were
delighted with the cake and the colours to match our theme.
Mr & Mrs Forster (Frodsham) 2012

Our christening cake for Daniel was beautiful and travelled really well on a plane to Spain, my
spanish family loved it.
Maria and Tim Leach (Hitchen) 2012

Who to make mum and dads wedding anniversary cake, I asked around and everyone recommended
Emma. I had not a clue to what to have on a cake. Mum and Dad were as bowled over as we were
when we picked it up.
Jane Moore (Whitchurch) 2011
Brilliant wedding cake, just what we wanted, fantastic service, we loved it.
Jo and Scott Williams (Stoke) 2010

We loved our wedding cake developed between myself and Emma her ideas are amazing and my
sister had her Wedding cake from her too
Debbie and Jay Minshall (Whitchurch) 2009

Our civil partnership cake was a last wish from my sister to buy my cake, I had no Idea what I was
picking up myself in my kilt said it all. Superb.
Stella and Rebecca Jameson (Whitchurch) 2008

Knowing nothing about Wedding cakes Emma was the perfect choice to design a bespoke cake for us
Victoria and William (Peckforton) 2008
I rang Emma on an SOS boss’s big birthday cake, Emma pulled out all the stops to make sure it was
done. What a fantastic cake it was my boss in the company logo van…..brilliant idea. My children
always have their birthday cake since this too.
John Allman (Barlows – Malpas) 2008

Emma created a marvellous wedding cake that involved ourselves and all our children it was
everything we wanted to be able to include the whole family on the cake was just perfect. Emma has
since go on to make any occasion cake we have needed since.
Colleen and Steve Swindon (Whitchurch) 2007
Emma has continued to inspire and create our children’s wonderful christening and then birthday
cakes. We wouldn’t go to anyone else.
Amanda and Ashley Bate (Manchester) 2007

Our cake toppers were incredible for our wedding cake they travelled to South Africa happily, and
looked amazing on top of our wedding cake that had to be blessed in church. We thank you so much
Kayise and Tawona Mandishona (London) 2005

